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Abstract
Advances in the areas of robotics have greatly increased thecomplexity and number of
problems that groups of robots are able to solve. This work deals with the use of homoge-
neous and autonomous robots to dynamically form teams in order to solve a multi-threat
containment problem. The multi-threat containment problem has the robot teams surround
a number of threats which may occur randomly. Approaches with and without utilizing
wireless communication are proposed and analyzed with a focus n the effects of using
wireless. Simulation results show the benefit of the proposed integrated algorithm and its
performance in different scenarios.
Simulations will be run in the MAHESHDAS simulator, a simulation tool designed
for modeling of autonomous robots. MAHESHDAS allows for thesimulation of dynamic
robot teams and wireless communication between robots. Simulated scenarios will also
examine known issues that have been found in previous work inmulti-threat containment.
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Technological advances on many fronts have enabled numerous capabilities in robot teams.
Autonomous robots utilizing wireless communications, advanced contention resolution,
distributed computing among others open possibilities to solve problems never before pos-
sible. As autonomous robots become more full-featured, they ar being applied in a number
of different problem areas where it is difficult for humans topr vide close supervision[10].
Problems such as chemical spills or radioactive contaminatio present scenarios requiring
a number of autonomous robots to form dynamic teams in a potentially widespread terrain.
The use of robot teams has been investigated in research problems such as exploration[1],
target tracking[10], target pursuit[6] and the coordinated movement of objects[15][16].
More recently, the containment of both immobile and mobile threats has drawn attention
in cooperative robotics[12]. For example, robot swarms were applied by Cuiet al.[4] in
the detection and localization of an aerosol threat and requir d the robot swarm to stay to-
gether while searching for the emission source. Cui et al.’swork, however, only considered
a single threat. Also, Stancilet al.[17] is currently utilizing a central station to interpret
images captured by camera-based robots and to direct robotsin containing foreign objects.
A differing approach based on Artificial Potential Fields (APF) employs a completely dis-
tributed solution to the threat containment problem. This approach relies only on local
sensing and APFs to perform threat containment and collision av idance[12].
This work will discuss and propose a solution using distribued robot teams for a multi-
threat containment problem. In the multi-threat containmet problem, robots are required
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to form teams whose end goal is to surround a specific threat. The threats are intended
to represent an event such as a chemical spill which would requir the robots to surround
the threat in order to dispose of the threat or minimize its impact. Multi-threat contain-
ment expands on the original definition of threat containment as the requirement is added
that multiple threats may exist simultaneously in the environment. These threats may be
spatially close or spread out; a well designed system shouldbe able to handle both cases.
The high level objective of this system is illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. Figure
1.1 shows the system such that robots are in the process of searching for a threat, and
several have just appeared. The overall goal of the multi-threat containment problem is for
the robots to quickly and effectively surround each of the thr ats as shown in Figure 1.2.
Another more subtle goal of the system is shown in Figure 1.2,such that several robots are
not actively involved in the surrounding of the threats. This efficient use of robots not only
allows the system to complete its goal, but also to continue to search for any additional
threats which may appear.
Figure 1.1: Robots searching for threats
The primary focus of this work is to use autonomous yet cooperative robots to form
temporary dynamic teams, each of which must contain a threatin timely manner. The
groups of robots will not have a central controlling authority, and each robot will be con-
sidered independent and indistinguishable. The system is des gned to be similar to a swarm
system where individuals do not contain a large amount of intell gence (avoiding complex
2
Figure 1.2: Robots surrounding threats
and expensive robots) and it is primarily through the interactions between robots that the
behavior of the system emerges. This work will introduce an algorithm to contain threats
along with some methods to increase effective cooperation among the robots. Wireless
communication is used to extend the horizon of visibility for the robots in threat search, as




The multi-threat containment problem describes threats which randomly appear in a con-
fined environment and which are required to be contained in a timely manner. The robots,
with no central control and no common global knowledge, mustdynamically form teams
to surround one or more simultaneously existing threats. Since the end goal of the system
is to efficiently and quickly contain threats, it is necessary to monitor the state of the solu-
tion in these terms. The rate of containment is defined as the inverse of the time required
for a group of robots to surround a threat, and it provides a convenient way to measure
performance in multi-threat containment.
A number of different techniques are leveraged to provide both a scalable and effective
solution for the multi-threat containment problem. The field of cooperative robotics, in
conjunction with dynamic robot teams and distributed contrl, provide an array of strategies
for solving problems such as dynamic task decomposition andcompletion[7]. Cooperative
robotics provides applications involving robots that worktogether to perform a set of tasks
[3] and has been used in a variety of scenarios, including thelocation and movement of
objects, playing soccer[18], and exploration[1]. These approaches lend themselves well to
solving the multi-threat containment problem.
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2.1 Robot Teams
Robot teams have been used in a variety of ways in research over the years. Teams have
been deployed in scenarios including exploration, playinggames, treasure hunting, target
tracking and coordinated movement of objects. One of the major advantages is that robot
teams allow a group of smaller and inexpensive robots to be configured for a various num-
ber of roles or jobs. On the other hand, robots that are built to handle tasks on their own
tend to be more complicated and expensive [3].
The actual structure of the robot teams has been as diverse asth ir uses, ranging from
predefined groups of robots to dynamically formed teams[7].Teams have been created
using only homogeneous robots as well as groups of heterogene us robots which provide
specialization in different tasks. The robots can then be dynamically grouped based on
the type of task being performed. The solution proposed by Joneset al.[7] designates a
leader robot that is responsible for coordinating actions in the dynamic group/team. This
concept of the dynamic selection of a leader which is then respon ible for coordination of
group activities will be key for this work’s formation of wireless neighborhoods. A similar
approach is shown in work by Chaimowi[3]. Stone and Veloso[18] present a method in
which a number of roles are defined in contrast to a leader-based structure. Pre-determined
plans are used to provide a set of roles required to accomplish a selected task. The robots are
capable of dynamically switching roles to efficiently solveth task, and are only required
to communicate periodically.
Methods have also differed in the amount of communication betwe n robots and the
amount of computation that individual robots are required to perform. The approach used
by Spletzeret al.[16] relies primarily on the individual to make decisions and to react
based on the robot’s view of the world. This behavior is leverag d to allow the robots to
move in formation. Other works, including Stone and Veloso[18], attempt to minimize the
amount of necessary communication without sacrificing the ability to cooperate. The main
objective of this work includes the proposal of a solution which is able to function without
any communication between robots. Intelligent communication between the robots will
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then be added to quantify if this addition is worth the effort.
2.2 Robot Formations
Robot formations is a research field that has grown from a combination of cooperative
robotics and robot teams. The general idea behind robot formations is that a group of
robots is able to form into a desired shape on its own. The appro ches to this problem can
be divided between a centralized controlling authority anddistributed methodology. This
work focuses on the distributed aspect of robot formations,since the number of robots and
widespread nature of the multi-threat containment problemwould make centralized control
difficult at best and impossible at worst.
Suzukiet al.[19], being pioneers in this field, have established some of the oundations
for distributed robot formation. Similar to Suzukiet al.’s work and others, this work consid-
ers ann-sided polygon to approximate a circle as the shape to contain a threat. The theory
and methodologies behind robotic formations have been applied in a number of uses in-
cluding robotic vehicles for use in armed forces by Balch andArkin[1], Stone and Veloso’s
[18] soccer playing robots, and smaller robots for moving objects by Spletzeret al.[16].
Within the area of distributed robotic formations, a numberof different ideas have been
presented. The approach taken by Suzukiet al.[19] originally had each robot attempt to cal-
culate the center of the circle based on the mid-point of its local neighbors and its neighbors
across the circle. Suzukiet al.[19] also worked on proving the effectiveness of oblivious
and non-oblivious algorithms. Oblivious algorithms definerobots as moving toward the
mid-point of itself and a neighbor, while non-oblivious algorithms base actions upon mea-
sured neighbor movements. Balch and Arkin[1] create a formation by allowing individuals
to adjust themselves based on the detected positions of other individuals. This approach
has been shown to work well in obstacle avoidance and way-point navigation while main-
taining the designated arrangement. Michael[13] presentsa method for creating a circular
formation without any communication among team members by using only the relative
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angles to the two closest neighbors. The reliance on only theclosest robots provides a so-
lution that does not require the individual to track the formation as a whole. This method
of determining the desired position of an individual based on relative neighbor locations
will form the basis of the proposed threat containment algorithm.
2.3 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm intelligence has been a very interesting field of research since its introduction in
1995 by J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart in [8]. The system was proposed to allow the modeling
of distributed systems, such as the flocking of birds or schools f fish. One of the key
advances in this approach was the introduction of a ‘social’omponent to the formulas that
determined where individuals moved in a system. This ‘social’ omponent allowed for an
individual not only to make decisions based on their own previous experiences, but also to
gain feedback from the group as a whole or selected neighbors. The swarm intelligence
paradigm has spawned a number of biology-inspired researchareas with particle swarm
optimization and ant foraging being among the more popular.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is generally applied to the solving of problems
which involve finding the global minimum or maximum of a givenutility function. It
has been found that the particle swarm is particularly well-suited to solve problems that
involve a number of dimensions, [5] and [9], as the particlesof the swarm ‘move’ through
each dimension and make adjustments based on the function that is being solved as well as
input from the rest of the swarm.
Ant foraging involves the modeling of a system similar to waythat ant colonies find
and gather food. This method involves the laying of a ‘pheromone’ that other ‘ants’ are
able to detect. The level of pheromone that is present is thenincorporated into the decision
process along with some randomness to allow for additional exploration. This algorithm
has been used extensively in search algorithms as well as theself-organization of sensor
networks [14] in order to optimize energy usage.
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In the implementation of swarm intelligence, it is often required to limit the number of
neighbors that an individual includes in the ‘social’ component. Many times these neigh-
bors are simply static references to other individuals within e swarm, while limitations
imposed by spatial locality are ignored or minimized. The dynamic nature of the multi-
threat containment problem requires that individuals are abl to interact with a dynamically
changing group of neighbors. Individual robots are also limited by a local sensor range;
this limit introduces a spatial locality that can severely limit the amount of global-level
knowledge an individual robot is able to acquire. It is this limit on global knowledge that
presents one of the major challenges in multi-threat containment and distributed robotic
solutions in general.
2.4 Potential Field based Approaches
The use of Artificial Potential Fields (APF) as a solution fordistributed cooperative robotics
has been applied to a variety of research problems. Using pre-determined formulae, a
robot uses nearby objects and robots to determine directionand speed of movement. APF
uses relative distances between robots and objects to create a group of ‘force’ vectors.
These forces are then then summed to form a new motion vector for the robot, which will
determine the direction and speed at which the robot will move.
Potential fields provide a flexible solution to deal with groups of robots and objects
and have been used for both the coordinated movement of objects[15] and the multi-threat
containment problem[12]. The MUltiple Threat ContainmentAlgorithm (MUTCA) pro-
posed by Mehendale and Yang[12] uses the potential fields in anumber of ways, including
attraction of robots toward threats, avoiding collisions,and shape formation around threats.
MUTCA utilizes quadratic APFs, resulting in motion vectorsthat are linear to the dis-
tances obtained through local sensors. The simplicity of MUTCA presents advantages in
the utilization of cost-effective swarm robots.
In the use of potential fields for multi-threat containment,Mehendale and Yang[12]
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detail several weaknesses in a purely APF approach. These weaknesses must be addressed
during the investigation and subsequent solution of the multi-threat containment problem.
The weaknesses include the ‘8-shape’ problem as well as the rate at which threats are
contained with a small number of robots.
Figure 2.1 shows one type of the ‘8-shape’ problem, where a total of 11 robots surround
two threats. While this scenario is considered a failure by Mehendale and Yang[12], this
work considers it a success, as long as the position of the robots completely surround both
threats. Additional precautions are taken in this work to ensure that each robot is close
enough to their immediate neighbors to ensure a complete containment. Pure reliance on
the APF will cause failures in this case due to the summing effects of the APF from each of
the threats. The end result is that the potential value between the two threats is high enough
such that no robots are ever able to close this gap in the containment circle.
Figure 2.1: ‘8 shape’ scenario 1
Figure 2.2 is the second form of the ‘8-shape’ problem. This particular form is consid-
ered a failure in MUTCA as well as in this work, as the robots are effectively indecisive
about which threat to help contain. This is another case where the summing effects of the
APF can have a negative effect on the robot’s ability to contain the threat. While in the first
scenario, the APF caused a local maximum value that prevent robots from entering, this
scenario creates a local minimum that draws all nearby robots in. The problem is that this
local minimum can be outside the containment radius for the thr ats. The end result is that
neither threat is successfully contained even though enough robots may be present.
9
Figure 2.2: ‘8 shape’ scenario 2
10
The issue with the rate of threat containment involves the method in which robots sur-
round a given threat. In MUTCA, the robots use a potential field to ‘push’ each other around
the threat. This method works well when a large number of robots (≥ 8) are present, but
does not work well with fewer robots. The inability to quickly surround is because the
APF that governs how robots are moved around the threat cannot override the strength of
the APF that keeps robots at a proper distance from the threatits lf. This restriction lim-
its the ability of the APF to spread robots around the threat quickly, especially when the




The multi-threat containment problem requires a number of robots to cooperatively per-
form a variety of different actions. Required actions include searching for existing threats
as well as the containment of threats once they are found. Leveraging existing work on
threat containment and robot swarm algorithms, this work proposes to divide multi-threat
containment into three sub-problems: (1) uniform and reliable threat search by autonomous
robots, (2) responsive threat approach, and (3) efficient and collision-free robot formation
for surrounding threats.
Given that the number of robots applied to this problem couldbe quite large, it is
evident that the coordination of all robot activities by a single entity would require a large
amount of processing power. Centralized control would alsorequire each robot to transfer
knowledge of its perceived environment back to the central control before decisions could
be made. This communication requirement may present unacceptabl overhead in terms of
propagation and processing delays.
The use of a distributed approach to the multi-threat containment problem alleviates a
number of issues associated with centralized control, but it in roduces its own set of diffi-
culties. One of the major difficulties associated with a distributed solution is that individual
robots must determine their own actions through only their loca perception of the envi-
ronment. A great deal of research has been conducted to coordinate robot activities under
distributed scenarios - recall Section 2.1. This work proposes a multi-layer approach, in
which a robot’s local sensors and wireless communication are combined to extend the view
12
Parameter Description
dt Distance from the current robot to the threat
dnl Distance to the immediate left neighbor
θnl Angle to the immediate left neighbor
dnr Distance to the immediate right neighbor
θnr Angle to the immediate right neighbor
Table 3.1: Quick reference to parameters provided from sensors
of the robot and to facilitate advanced coordination among the robots. Information gathered
through sensors and wireless communication is combined to create the robot’s viewpoint
of the environment. From this viewpoint, each robot is able to determine its own actions
and to serve to accomplish the overall task.
Given that the goal of this work is to minimize the amount of work, it is important
to specify the abilities of the individual robots. The robots are each equipped with local
sensors that are limited by a maximum sensor range on a simulat on basis. Sensors are able
to determine both the distance and relative angle to threatsand other robots that are within
range. The sensors are unable to distinguish between different threats or robots. Table 3.1
provides a list of sensor provided parameters that are important for the proposed solution.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how angles are calculated and used bythe robot algorithms.
Figure 3.2 shows a high level view of individual robot intelligence by integrating the
robot’s local sensors with wireless communication. Note that t e three aforementioned
sub-problems provide natural boundaries of robot behavior. These independent high-level
states of robot behavior are integrated into an overall state machine as shown in Figure 3.3.
The three sub-problems of multi-threat containment dictate robot behavior when no
threats are detected (THREATSEARCH), when a threat is detected but not within the con-
tainment range (THREATAPPROACH), and finally when the threat is within containment
range (THREATCONTAIN). Each of the three states will be discussed in the following
sections, with the exception of THREATOBSERVE. The THREATOBSERVE state pro-
vides a method for contention resolution between robots, and requires robots to wait a
13
Figure 3.1: Angles are measured counter-clockwise betweencurrent robot and threat
Figure 3.2: High Level View of the Robot Intelligence
14
Figure 3.3: High Level State Machine
15
random period of time when attempting to contain a threat under a specific set of circum-
stances which will become evident later.
3.1 Threat Search
The ability of robots to quickly find threats is a key component of the multi-threat contain-
ment problem. This work employs robots which use local sensors to detect a threat that is
within a finite sensing range. Ideally, the sensing range of the robots would be very large,
so that robots could easily detect far away threats, but thisis often impractical, especially
considering the desire for a large number of inexpensive robots. For example, ultra-sonic
or infrared sensors are typically limited to a few meters of accurate sensing range, if not
smaller. Given these considerations, the sensing range of the robots in this work is pur-
posely chosen to be much smaller than the overall search space in order to simulate realistic
conditions. The challenge is for the individual robots to intelligently and collaboratively
cover the entire region of interest. Consequently, a numberof robots must actively monitor
the region and search for threats with the goal of complete cov rage at all times.
A number of prior works that may be applied for threat searching have been discussed
in Chapter 2. Given that the number of robots in use may vary significantly, it was deemed
unreasonable to assume that stationary robots would be ableto accurately cover the en-
tire space. Coordinated searching was another possibility, but additional overhead and
processing would be required for this approach since the robots would not be moving in
formation. The random mobility models used in wireless mobile ad hoc networks provided
a reasonable method for controlling robot movements while searching and had been used
previously in work by Bhushan and Yang [12]. These models also void one of the more
complex problems associated with coordinated searching, which assumes that robots know
the location of other robots in terms of some common reference point or coordinate system.
While on the surface this may not seem difficult, when expensive olutions such as GPS are
unavailable, it becomes a very difficult problem which yearsof research have not provided
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a definitive solution.
The Random Direction mobility model was chosen for controlling robot actions during
the search phase to provide thorough coverage. The mobilitymodel dictates that individuals
choose a random direction and proceed in that direction until a edge of the search area is
reached. Once the edge is found, a new direction toward the inerior of the search space is
randomly chosen. Random Direction mobility has been shown tavoid a concentration of
entities in the center of a search space, which is a known problem with the Random Walk
mobility model [2]. This approach avoids complex interaction between robots, and only
requires the robots to know when a boundary of the search fieldwas encountered.
Recognizing the sensor range limitation, wireless communication is used by the robots
to aid in detection of threats which are out of local sensor range. In other words, wireless
communication extends the horizon of the sensors’ visibility in the Threat Search phase.
Robots now need to determine what action to take both when a thre t is detected through
local sensors as well as through the wireless system. While the specifics of the wireless
system will be discussed in Section 3.4, the main component used during Threat Search
uses a global communication channel on which all robots may listen. Given these descrip-
tions of the robot behavior, the searching algorithm has been t rmed Random Direction
with Global Listen.
3.2 Threat Approach
Once a threat has been detected, it is imperative for a robot tquickly decide on a course of
action with respect to the threat. The Threat Approach phasew designed to dictate robot
behavior in the time period between threat detection and thestart of threat containment.
The primary goal of Threat Approach is for the robot to aid in the surrounding of a threat,
but it is possible that help may not be needed. If the threat islready contained, then it is
desirable for the robot to ignore the detected threat and continue the search for new threats.
This purposeful ignoring of threats helps to avoid clustering of a larger number of robots
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around a threat, when only a few may be needed. Figure 3.4 shows the state machine that
the robots use in Threat Approach.
Figure 3.4: Threat Approach State Machine
When a threat is detected, the robot will enter either the GLOBAL LISTEN WITH THREAT
(GLWT) or NEIGHORHOODLISTEN states, depending on whether the threat is detected
using the robot’s sensor (i.e., the threat is within the sensing range) or via wireless commu-
nication. The GLWT state allows robots to listen for a particular threat over the wireless
communication when the threat is within sensor range, but the containment distance has not
yet been reached. Upon reaching the containment distance from the threat, a robot will ei-
ther attempt to create a wireless neighborhood, or join an existing one. If a robot has previ-
ously detected a wireless neighborhood, it will enter the NEIGHBORHOOD LISTEN state
and monitor neighborhood communications until it is ready to attempt joining. Through
the observation of neighborhood communications, incomingrobots will be able to learn if
help is still needed before periodic global updates.
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3.3 Threat Contain
Once a robot has reached the containment distance from the threat, it is considered to be
in the Threat Contain phase. The containment strategy includes how the robots will form a
shape around the threat, the number of robots allowed to helpsurround, and whether robots
are required to spread out evenly. A containment strategy must also be able to function
when a small number of robots are available, as well as to provide a method for handling
the ‘8-shape’ problem. For the purposes of this work robots are required to evenly spread
around the threat and to use the minimal number of robots to perf rm the containment.
One of the major challenges involved with a containment straegy is the implementation
of a flexible and efficient solution in a distributed manner. This can be particularly chal-
lenging when communication between robots is limited or unavail ble. A key restriction
placed on distributed solutions of this type is that only a small amount of information may
be present at a particular robot. Given this restriction, a robot must still attempt to make a
decision that aids in the overall problem solution.
Algorithms can and have been proposed to overcome some of thelimitations of dis-
tributed solutions with limited visibility, and are quite eff ctive in a number of scenarios;
recall Chapter 2. These algorithms illustrate both the flexibility and potential of distributed
solutions, however; the need for sophisticated and coordinated actions among robots is ap-
parent; reference Section 2.4. It is at this junction where dynamic teams and inter-robot
coordination becomes necessary for the efficient extensionof the base algorithms. Inter-
robot coordination provides additional knowledge that canbe leveraged in a variety of
ways. This work uses this knowledge to improve the overall effici ncy of the robots as well
as the logical extension of the local sensor range.
The proposed containment strategy for this thesis work consists of a purely distributed
approach that is able to solve the multi-threat containmentproblem without requiring com-
munication among robots. The approach also includes dynamic team formation to provide
increased efficiency and coordination among the robot team me bers. The goal of the con-
tainment strategy is to provide a solution that only requires the first level of coordination,
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at the local sensor level, where intelligent communicationbetween robots is not used. The
proposed solution will add, in addition to this, a second leve where wireless communica-
tion is used to allow for intelligent coordination beyond the ability of local sensors.
The first level consists of the Mid-Angle Formation Algorithm (MAFA) while the sec-
ond level contains the Wireless Neighborhood communication system. The MAFA has
individual robots move autonomously to evenly distribute th mselves around the threat,
and functions independently of the wireless system. While te MAFA focuses on robot
positioning, the wireless system is able to focus on higher level system problems, such as
efficient allocation of robotic resources. The wireless system helps to avoid a large number
of robots being drawn to one threat. This would leave large areas of the search space with
few robots, which is inadequate to cover additional threats. The wireless communication
also helps to provide additional knowledge to the robots through global ‘calls for help’
and threat containment state messages. Section 3.4 will discuss the wireless neighborhood
algorithm in detail.
MAFA takes advantage of the strengths of APF approaches throug the use of APFs for
managing distances from the threat and collision avoidances in MUTCA[12]. In order to
overcome the shortcoming of APF in terms of containment speed, MAFA determines the
next destination for a robot by referring to its two nearest neighbor robots - see Figure 3.5.
Two robots, the left and right neighbors, are referred to as immediate neighbors, and are the
neighbors with the smallest relative angle between the current robot and the threat. Each
robot will attempt to move to the middle position between thetwo immediate neighbors as
determined by the mid-angle,θm = (θnl − θnr) + π, whereθnl is the left angle andθnr is
the right angle. By having all robots move to the middle, thisen ures that the robots will
spread out evenly around the threat. The robots will also maintain a distance ofdcf from
the threat.
In order to alleviate the ‘8-shape’ problem, several additions were made to the base
MAFA algorithm. The first change involved a side effect of theAPFs in which multiple





Figure 3.5: Steps of the Mid-Angle Formation Algorithm
to contain or track. When two threats were close, the summingeffect of the APFs could
prevent a robot from getting to the containment distance. A loyalty factor was introduced
that forces a robot to continue tracking a particular threat. A robot can only begin to track
a different threat if the first threat dies, or if it is specifically told to ignore the first. The
loyalty factor only allows a robot to be pushed closer to a threat it is tracking, and not drawn
away from it.
Threats that appeared very close together also caused issues with the base MAFA algo-
rithm. The base MAFA solution would allow successful contaiment in this situation, but
could run into problems with robots forced to be very close toa hreat they were not con-
taining, see Figure 3.6. APFs provide useful properties forolving this issue, and the robots
were adjusted to take into account APFs from all threats thatwere within sensing range,
see Figure 3.7. Taking into account the additional threat APFs leads to the containment
distance equation shown in (3.1):




wheredit is the inter-threat distance,θit the relative angle between the threats, anddc is the
destination distance from the contained threat. The adjustment of using Equation 3.1 allows
robots to help contain both threats by attempting to be equidistant between the threats
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Figure 3.6: Base MAFA algorithm robots only track the current threat
Figure 3.7: Adjusted MAFA takes into account other threats that are nearby
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when both are within the containment radius. The minimum betwe n the known threat
containment distance, and the calculated value allows the robots to move closer if required,
but also stops the robots from being pulled away by additional threats.
3.4 Wireless Neighborhoods
One of the primary purposes of this work is to investigate whether the addition of intelli-
gent wireless communication provides benefit when used in the multi-threat containment
problem. All three sub-problems include situations which wireless communication could
provide aid in multi-threat containment. Some examples where wireless communication







Knowledge of threat containment status
Limit number of robots around threat
Threat Contain
Knowledge of threat containment status
Limit number of robots around threat
Call for help if more robots are needed
Table 3.2: Wireless Capabilties
The proposed algorithm utilizes wireless communication to(1) allow robots to detect
threats outside their sensing range, (2) limit the number ofrobots surrounding each threat,
and (3) establish the loyalty of robots for each threat to alleviate the ‘8-shape’ problem.
The overall wireless solution consists of the previously mentioned global communication
channel that all robots are able to use, as well as a set of individual communications chan-
nels. The multi-threat containment problem requires that small groups of robots work
together to surround a specific threat, and it is a similar model for which the wireless will
accommodate. The small groups of robots used in the containment algorithm are known as
neighborhoods. The group of robots that joins together through the wireless system, while
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theoretically the same as the formation neighborhood, is con idered the wireless neighbor-
hood for the threat.
3.4.1 Wireless Neighborhoods at a High Level
Using wireless communication in conjunction with the multi-threat containment problem
presents several different challenges. The major tenet behind multi-threat containment is
that the system as a whole must be able to handle simultaneously exi ting threats. In the
case of the wireless system this presents a problem in that multiple groups of robots may
desire to communicate about different threats at the same tie. To further complicate mat-
ters, the overall system requires a large number of simple robots. Smaller and simpler
robots generally limit the ability to take advantage of extrmely sophisticated communica-
tion techniques, in addition; the range at which transmitters and receivers are effective is
limited.
The proposed solution of Wireless Neighborhoods is designed to handle the issues that
are present when using wireless communication for multi-threat containment. To address
the issue of simultaneously existing threats, the use of individual wireless channels is pro-
posed; see Figure 3.8. Each channel is used for communication b ut a single threat,
and provides a logical separation of threats. Channels are in this case defined as different
wireless frequencies, which is in accordance with a Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA) approach to allowing simultaneous wireless communications. This separation of
threats also avoids additional complication and coordinatio hat would be necessary if
multiple threats and robot teams used a single shared channel. The channels will be stored
as a hard-coded list within each robot so that robots can easily reference a channel number.
The use of channel numbers also limits overhead among the robots so that channel parame-
ters such as modulation, frequency, and data rate do not require run-time negotiation. This
method is in line with other project priorities of simple robots, so avoiding this additional
overhead is preferred.
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Figure 3.8: Channels are divided among different frequencies
Once multiple independent channels are chosen as the approach for keeping threats in-
dependent, a few other things must also be decided. In particular, the method of channel
selection as well as avoiding collisions on the channel are of utmost importance in order
to provide a reliable environment for the robots to communicate with each other. Another
more subtle issue is that if different channels are in use, how d es the solution allow any
possible combination of robots to dynamically form a team, and lso allow for the commu-
nication between the team members? The answer to this question i that at some level, a
global method of communication must be available in order toaccommodate for this.
The proposed Wireless Neighborhoods solution provides a global communication chan-
nel that all robots are able to transmit and receive on. Whilet s global channel does pro-
vide a solution to allow any combination of robots to communicate and form a team, it
comes with additional risks that must be taken into account.These risks, such as an in-
creased chance of transmission collisions, require careful attention to provide the reliable
communication medium that is expected. One of the first methods f r reducing the chance
of collisions is to minimize both the number and duration of transmissions that are made
on the global channel. Another method includes well-known approaches similar to Eth-
ernet, in which the channel is monitored for activity and includes back-off protocols in
the event of a collision. Wireless Neighborhoods implementboth of these approaches to
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minimize the chance of wireless collisions. By only allowing transmissions in the global
channel for a very small number of cases, the number of messagis limited. In conditions
where messages are being transmitted, the individual robots will also monitor the channel
for transmissions. This final step works not only for collision avoidance on the channel, but
can also aid in other areas. See Section 3.4.3 for additionaldet ils on these precautionary
measures.
3.4.2 Access Control
The individual wireless neighborhood consists of a dynamicteam of robots that have al-
ready selected a non-global channel for communication and are working together to sur-
round a particular threat. In order to control access withins independent wireless chan-
nel, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is used. TDMA was chosen for this role
because it provides a well-known method of sharing a common resource, in this case, a
wireless channel. Another primary motivation for TDMA is tha other multiple access pro-
tocols can require complex hardware and software, and one ofthe goals of this work is to
utilize inexpensive robots. A final reason that TDMA was chosen is that given the dynamic
nature of the multi-threat containment problem, it is impossible to know ahead of time
which robots will play which roles unless specific robots areselected beforehand, which
would invalidate the goal of a group of homogeneous robots.
The TDMA frame format was designed to allow a large number of robots to exist within
the wireless neighborhood in defined member slots. The largenumber of member slots also
helps to reduce the likelihood that two robots attempting tojoin the neighborhood at the
same time would attempt to use the same slot. Additional precautions are taken to avoid
this problem, and are discussed further in the Section 3.4.3. The frame format also includes
time slots for the master node to broadcast neighborhood infrmation, as well an additional
slot for broadcasting on the global channel. Guard slots have also been included in the
frame to allow for propagation delay of the RF signals through the environment, and is a
standard requirement in TDMA based systems. Figure 3.9 showthe TDMA frame that is
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used for Wireless Neighborhoods.
Figure 3.9: Wireless Neighborhood Frame Format
The details of the timing for the different TDMA slots is based upon the maximum
length of message that can be sent during that slot, and the channel data rate. The details of
the messages will be discussed in Section 3.4.4. Due to relianc on the channel data rate,
the exact timing of the frame will be discussed in conjunction with specific simulations in
Chapter 5.
3.4.3 Controlling the Neighborhood
When an individual wireless neighborhood is created, a single robot designated as the
neighborhood’s master node will broadcast an announcementthat the neighborhood is be-
ing created as well as which communication channel it will use. It is through this an-
nouncement that other robots are notified both of a new threat’s xistence, as well as the
fact that a neighborhood is being created. As a robot moves into position to help contain
the threat, it requests to join the neighborhood and, if granted, will become a member of
the neighborhood. Both master and member nodes have specificfunctions within the wire-
less neighborhood; the state machines for each are shown in Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b),
respectively.
Master Node
The primary roles of the master node consist of managing requests for robots to join the
wireless neighborhood, and determining the status of threat containment. The master node
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(a) Master Node State Machine
(b) Member Node State Machine
Figure 3.10: Wireless State Machines
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is also responsible for using the global communication channel to either request additional
help or to inform the remaining robots that help is no longer required and that the threat has
been contained. Once the threat has been contained, the mastr is able to deny entry to any
additional robots who request to join the neighborhood, which allows only the necessary
number of robots to be present at a given threat.
The majority of the master node’s responsibilities are completed within the JOINAS MASTER
state and the master will only begin its final task once the thrat is no longer considered
alive. This final task is the coordinated destruction of the neighborhood to ensure that all
robots are released from the neighborhood in the NEIGHBORHOOD DESTROY state.
Neighborhood destruction is completed via the broadcasting of a message informing all
robots in the neighborhood that the threat is dead and that the neighborhood is being taken
down. Once all member robots have responded to the message, the master node transitions
to the NEIGHORHOODLEAVE state, which will cause a global announcement that the
threat is gone, and that the neighborhood communication chanel is now available.
Member Nodes
The remaining robots within the wireless neighborhood are considered member nodes. The
process by which a robot becomes a member of a particular neighborhood is multi-step, in
order to give the master node as fine-grain control as possible. A robot will only attempt
to join a neighborhood once it has nearly reached containment distance (≤ 115% ). The
restriction by distance from the threat not only reduces thenumber of robots that may
attempt to join at a single time, but it also gives the robots alonger time to listen for threat
status updates.
The first step that a robot must take in order to join a wirelessneighborhood is the
selection of the TDMA slot that it will use for communicationwith the rest of the neigh-
borhood. The process is defined to minimize channel collisions between robots who acci-
dentally attempt to use the same member slot in the frame. In order to prevent these types
of collisions the robot will listen to the neighborhood communication for a defined period
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of time, currently three complete frames. The robot will synchronize with neighborhood
timing based upon receipt of the master information message, and will then tally the num-
ber of messages received in each time slot. Once the three fram s have passed, the robot
will randomly choose a slot from among the slots where no messages were received. If no
slot is found to be available, the robot will assume that the neighborhood is full and ignore
the threat that is being tracked by the neighborhood. The stat m chine used by the robots
during this phase of slot resolution is shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Member Slot Resolution
The second step a robot uses to join a wireless neighborhood inv lves obtaining permis-
sion from the master node of the neighborhood to officially join. The method for doing so
involves the transmission of a join request message to the master node in the slot that was
previously selected during the slot resolution process. The master node will receive and
process this message, and then respond in the member slot in the following frame. Master
node responses to join requests were chosen to be sent in the member node slots so that
multiple member node requests can be processed within the sam fr me without adding
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additional overhead (or slots) to the wireless frame. The master node may deny or grant
the request to join the neighborhood. If the request is denie, the robot is then required
to ignore the current threat. If the request is granted, the robot is required to aid in the
containment of the threat. Figure 3.12 illustrates the sequence of messages required for a
robot to become a member node in a wireless neighborhood.
Figure 3.12: Member Join Sequence
Once a member node has been granted permission to join the wirel ss neighborhood, it
has one primary purpose: to inform the master node whether from its own perspective the
threat is contained. Since it is not practical for each member node to track the entire group
of robots that may be helping to contain the threat, the member node is only responsible for
its ‘piece of the pie.’ In other words, the member node only takes into account if it is within
the specified distance for containment from both of its immediat neighbors. Not only does
this approach help simplify the amount of work that the member nodes are required to do,
it is able to reuse information that is already known for the containment algorithm. The
member node then transmits a vote to the master node, which tallies he votes to determine
the overall neighborhood’s opinion of threat containment.Member nodes are also required
to leave the neighborhood when commanded to by the master nod. If the member node
detects the threat has died before the master does, it will inform the master node through a
Leave Neighborhood message and leave of its own accord.
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3.4.4 Neighborhood Messages
The coordination and operation of a wireless neighborhood requi es that a number of dif-
ferent messages among robots be exchanged. The lengths of these messages also help to
dictate the minimum sizes for the frame slots in which they arused. With this requirement
in mind, the number and sizes of messages was kept small, but the framework was designed
to be easily expandable in the future. Table 3.3 shows all messages which a master node is
responsible for transmitting, along with the contents and sizes in bytes. Table 3.4 lists the
messages which are transmitted from member nodes.
Message Name Transmit Slot Size (bytes) Contents









Destroy Neighborhood Master 5
Threat ID
Message ID
Merge to channel (unused)
Threat Surrounded (YES/NO)









Table 3.3: Master Node Transmit Messages
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Message Name Transmit Slot Size (bytes) Contents
Join Request Member 3
Threat ID
Message ID
Member Response Member 4
Threat ID
Message ID
Threat Surrounded Vote (YES/NO)








In order to test the proposed algorithms for multi-threat containment, a simulation environ-
ment capable of modeling robot behavior and interaction wasnecessary. The MAHESH-
DAS simulation environment [11] was well suited for this work, and was therefore lever-
aged as the base simulator. MAHESHDAS provides a powerful event-driven environment
that has been used in simpler robotic scenario testing as well as some previous work on
multi-threat containment [12].
The MAHESHDAS simulator consists of two main components; see Figure 4.1. The
first component is the main user interface, which is written in Java and is designed to be a
portable front end to the simulator which can be run on any computer. The simulation core
is the second main component, and is written in C++ and built against specific platforms.
These two components communicate through a socket interface, allowing a great deal of
flexibility in the deployment of the simulator. The socket interface allows a remote com-
puter to run the GUI component while a separate computer runsthe core; it is also possible
to run the core in a mode in which the GUI is totally unused.
The GUI component of the simulator provides a valuable tool fr visualizing what is
happening during a simulation. In conjunction with the ability of the simulator to script
actions, such as the creation of threats, it provides an easyw y to test specific scenarios.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the view of the system while running atest using 25 robots with 2
threats currently active.
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Figure 4.1: High level simulator components
4.1 Event Model
The MAHESHDAS architecture uses discrete time events to control and perform all actions
during the simulation. There are a variety of events, including a robot moving a small
distance, threat creation, and the start of a wireless transmission. The events are grouped
into three logical categories including Threat, Robot, andWireless. The Threat category
consists of the events related to threat birth, death, and move ent. Robot-based events
are contained within the Robot category, and consist primarily of robot movement events.
The Wireless category not only consists of wireless events,but is also responsible for the
processing and generation of all events related to wirelesscommunication that occur while
the system is running. All three event systems are containedwithin the simulator core in
theEnvironmentclass; see Figure 4.3.
As previously mentioned, the Wireless event system is more than a simple list of events.
TheWirelessSubSystemconsists of a number of different classes related to event process-
ing. The event structure for the wireless system is shown in Figure 4.4. A wireless event
is considered either a transmit (TX) or a receive (RX) event.Both RX and TX events
contain a reference to aWirelessTransceiveras well as a set ofWirelessParameters. The
WirelessTransceiveris the entity in charge of scheduling transmit events and of pr cessing
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Figure 4.2: GUI view of the simulator with 25 robots and two active threats
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Figure 4.3: Event hierarchy
receive events, but this will be discussed in detail later.
Figure 4.4: Wireless Event Hierarchy
WirelessParameterscontains a number of values required to calculate the RF properties
of the message that is being transmitted or received. These prop rties include the distance
and angle between receiver and transmitter, RF power of the transmitter, and signal data
rate. For TX events, these parameters are used to schedule RXevents for receivers based
on the TX power, as well as calculation of the receive signal strength. Distances between
receiver and transmitter are used to calculate receive signal strength in order to determine if
the noise level in the environment is greater than the receivd signal. If the signal-to-noise
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ratio (SNR) is quite low, the message will be dropped and the rec iving station will not be
aware of the message transmission. Currently the incidencea gl between transmitter and
receiver is only used for estimation of transmitter direction, but this could be leveraged in
the future to aid in the modeling of various antennas.
4.2 Robot Model
Individual robots are modeled in number of separate classeswithin the simulator core that
provide several different modeling capabilities. Models for sensors, motors, and power
sources are included in the simulation environment. Robots(or nodes) also consist of an
intelligence class which is responsible for controlling robot actions, including movement
as well as a wireless control class. Figure 4.5 illustrates th overall structure of theNode
class, which is used as the robot model in the core.
The brain of the individual robot is modeled within theModelNodeIntelligenceclass.
TheModelNodeIntelligenceclass is responsible for the creation of robot movement events,
the overall robot state machine, and application level wireless processing. In order to allow
the robot to move, sensors are read to determine distances from threats and other robots
that are within sensing range. These distances are fed into the movement and intelligence
algorithm (MIA), MidAngleIntelligenceAlgorithm. The separation of this movement intel-
ligence into a different class allows the simulator to be easily extended with new movement
algorithms. Another benefit is that various algorithms could be used in different robots and
the effects measured.
The movement and intelligence algorithm takes into accountthe effects of other robots
and threats. The MIA will calculate the potential fields fromall visible robots and calculate
the collision avoidance effect. The Collision Avoidance Effect (COA) is a measure of
the collision avoidance system’s effect on the final reachable destination. The collision
avoidance system will always be taken into account in order to prevent collisions between
robots. Along with the collision avoidance effect, the movement and intelligence algorithm
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Figure 4.5: Robot Model
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will calculate robot movements while threats are being tracked by the robot. If the robot is
not tracking a threat, theModelNodeIntelligencewill use the Random Direction mobility
model to control robot movement.
4.2.1 Movement
The modeling of movement within the simulation core is the responsibility of theModel-
Locomotionclass. Using configurable parameters, theModelLocomotionclass will model
a number of different motor values, including rotational speed and distance as well as for-
ward velocity and distance.ModelLocomotionis also tied to theModelBatteryclass, which
allows modeling of power sources as they relate to the activerunning of the robot motor.
This functionality allows for future expansion where algorithms take into account power
levels as well as the possible comparison of algorithms based on power and energy effi-
ciency.
One of the primary purposes of theModelLocomotionis to calculate the time which is
required to move a robot between two points. When calculating the movement vector, it is
necessary to take into account the rotational as well as the forward velocities.ModelLoco-
motionwill calculate the distance that a robot is able to move within e defined event time
interval. This will allow robots to take full advantage of the motor, as well as to provide
a fine-grain control of the overall movement to the brain of the robot. Also available is
the ability to model the effects of friction on the motor and other mechanical aspects of
the robot, although these features are currently unused andtherefore modeled as loss-less
operations.
4.2.2 Sensors
Given that sensors are the only method of measuring the environment that the robots pos-
sess, it is important to focus on an accurate representationof their capabilities. Sensors are
modeled in theModelSensorsclass, in which the detection of both threats and other robots
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is handled. When a sensor is queried by a higher level class, usually theModelNodeIn-
telligenceclass, a list of either the threats or the robots in range willbe returned. Based
on configurable parameters, the sensor will also provide an estimate of the distance to the
threat/robot, as well as the angle with respect to the front of the given robot. The values
that are returned will also take into account errors that could have been introduced, in that
random sensing errors will be introduced based on the configuration. Similar to the model
of the motor, sensors are also connected to the model of the robot p wer source and provide
the ability to measure power draw due to sensor usage. MAHESHDAS provides both a set
of ideal sensors, as well as a model for a commonly used sensor, the SRF04 Sonic Range
Finder.
4.2.3 Power Consumption
The MAHESHDAS simulator provides a mechanism to model powerconsumption through
the ModelBatteryclass. This particular class will model battery characteris ics such as
maximum current draw, voltage drain and battery lifetime. All entities that use power
(motor, sensors, etc.) are required to make use of theModelBatteryclass which allows
both overall robot power measurements and accurate modeling of i dividual pieces.
4.2.4 Wireless
Each robot is capable of wireless communication through theinclusion of a wireless transceiver;
see Figure 4.6. From the perspective of the individual robot, wireless communication is
modeled through theWirelessTransceiverclass. The transceiver is responsible for both the
transmission and reception of data on a given frequency and modulation. For the purposes
of transmission, the transceiver is simply told when and what to transmit, and it is the re-
sponsibility of higher level software to coordinate transmissions. Similarly, in reception,
theWirelessTransceiveris only responsible for receiving the data, and not the interpretation
of it. In this manner, theWirelessTransceiverclass is similar in behavior to the Physical
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Figure 4.6: Robot wireless classes
layer of the standard 5-layer network stack. Figure 4.7 illustrates the software structure of
the wireless neighborhood communication system compared to the standard 5-layer net-
work stack.
With the physical layer in place, it is necessary to provide the next layer in the network
stack for the wireless communication. This next software lay r, the network layer, is rep-
resented by theWirelessNeighborhoodMacclass. TheWirelessNeighborhoodMacclass is
also responsible for managing the timing of the TDMA which defines the link layer. Along
with managing timing, theWirelessNeighborhoodMacclass contains the state machines of
the wireless neighborhood for both the master and member robots. Along with handling ac-
tions associated with these state machines internally, commands and responses may be sent
and received from the Application layer of the stack, which is represented by theModelN-
odeIntelligenceclass. This link back to the main robot state machine provides th means
by which the wireless neighborhoods are informed of threat dtection, death, and nearby
neighbors.
The final class shown in Figure 4.6 is theWirelessMessageAdapterclass. This class is
responsible for translating the messages that are receivedby theWirelessTransceiverclass
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Figure 4.7: Wireless neighborhood communication stack
into function calls for theWirelessNeighborhoodMacclass. TheWirelessMessageAdapter
class is also responsible for updating other tracking variables related to wireless communi-
cation; these variables are used to measure such things as timestamps for the last message
received, as well as received message incidence angles.
The introduction of wireless communication into the multi-threat containment problem
is key to the ability of the robots to cooperate at a higher level than what local sensors
would allow. Wireless communication itself does not simplyenable this higher level of
cooperation, however. The communication must be tied into the intelligence of the local
robots, and was the reasoning behind the implementation of the wireless neighborhood
networking stack shown in Figure 4.7. With robot intelligenc at the highest level of the
stack, the end result of the wireless communication is to enabl communications between
the intelligence of different robots.
The MAHESHDAS simulation environment provides the majority of the robot level
intelligence within theModelNodeIntelligenceclass, as previously mentioned. In the mod-
eling of the wireless neighborhood stack, theModelNodeIntelligenceclass represents the
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application layer of the stack, which is in overall control of the robot. The connection
between this top-level robot intelligence and the wirelessneighborhood communication
system is shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Wireless Organization
Figure 4.8 presents a view of the connection between robot intelligence and an initial
look at the organization of the wireless communication model; see Section 4.3. From this
representation, it is important to note that the wireless state machine (WirelessNeighbor-
hoodMac) can both provide feedback to the higher level robot intellig nce, as well as be
commanded to take certain actions. This feedback is presentd i terms of theWireless-
CallbackClientinterface, and is implemented by theWirelessNeighborhoodMacclass.
Another key point in the implementation of the wireless neighborhoods is that each
robot is designed to only communicate on a single channel andto be involved in a single
wireless neighborhood. TheWirelessNeighborhoodMacalso connects to theWirelessSub-
Systemclass, which is responsible for managing wireless events and channels. As pre-
viously mentioned, theWirelessNeighborhoodMaccontrols the RF hardware through the
WirelessTransceiver.
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4.3 Wireless Communication Model
The wireless modeling in MAHESHDAS was not intended to be a replacement for tools
like OPNet or Matlab. This led to physical modeling of the RF based on simple scenarios of
propagation functions and the avoidance of multi-path modeling for RF signals. It was also
deemed unnecessary to use a complex RF noise model, as the focus of the work was not
what type of RF hardware would be necessary, but simply whether wireless communication
could provide a benefit.
MAHESHDAS is an event-driven simulation environment. The dynamic and indepen-
dent nature of the wireless communication used in wireless nighborhoods presented a cou-
ple of challenges in terms of implementation in an event based model. The first challenge
involved the use of independent channels for robot communication. Another challenge is
the requirement for robots to be able to schedule RF transmission in the future, in order to
facilitate the TDMA-based scheme of the wireless neighborho ds.
Along with the aforementioned challenges, there was also a desire for simplicity in the
components of the simulator which required interaction with the wireless system. Com-
ponents making use of the wireless system should only requirknowledge about which
channel they would like to transmit or receive on, the data being sent, and the time at which
to send it. The design for the wireless system is shown in Figure 4.9.
The primary component of the wireless system is theWirelessSubSystemclass. It is
through this class that all external components interact with the wireless system, and it
provides the simple interface desired. TheWirelessSubSystemclass manages the entire
wireless system and is responsible for keeping track of all wireless events and for providing
those events to the main simulation environment for processing at the appropriate time.
The WirelessSubSystemclass is composed of a number of channels, which are repre-
sented by theWirelessChannelclasses. AWirelessChannelconsists of a queue of receive
and transmit events, as well as a list of all the current robots listening to the channel. Each
channel is responsible for ordering all events internal to the channel so that theWireless-
SubSystemis only required to evaluate the front of the queue in order todetermine the next
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Monte Carlo simulations are run in a modified Maheshdas[11] simulator to test the pro-
posed algorithm, especially to examine the benefits of utilizing wireless communication.
Simulations were run both with and without wireless communication while varying several
parameters, which are central to the MAFA solution as well asto multi-threat containment
in general.
The simulations are conducted assuming a 12m x 12m square simulation area, where
the threats are allowed to appear within a 10m x 10m square contained inside the overall
simulation area. Threats arrive as a Poisson process with a default rate of 0.01 (1/sec)
and a constant lifetime of 60 seconds. Table 5.1 shows the default parameters used for all
simulations. Each data point within the results is the averag of 10 independent runs, each
lasting for 6000 seconds. The simulator allows the specification of a random seed, which
is used for generating threat arrival times in order to allowf r reproduction of results. The
random seeds used for each of the simulation runs are shown inTable 5.2.
Once some of the simulation parameters have been defined, it is possible to calculate
the remaining wireless parameters. In particular, the wireless neighborhood guard slot time
was dependent upon the maximum distance the RF signal was expect d to propagate. With
the simulation area defined as a 12m x 12m square, the maximum propagation time can be
calculated using the following formula:
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Parameter Value
Maximum Forward Velocity 0.1 m/s
Maximum Sense Radius Robots or Threats can be Detected1 m
Radius of Containment Circle .75 m
Max Angular Velocity 2π
3
rad/s
Robot Radius .05 m
Number of Robots 25
Threat Arrival Rate .01 1/s



















wheretp is the propagation time,c is the speed of light, andis the simulation size of
12m. This results in a propagation delay of0.00000096s from one corner of the simulation
area to the opposite corner. Given this minimum value, a larger value of.00001s was
chosen to guarantee that no issues would result from this problem.
The other key parameter for calculating the timing for the wireless neighborhoods is the
channel data rate. A standard data rate of 16 kbps was chosen fr all of the channels. Using
this data rate in conjunction with the guard slot time provides the timing values shown in
Table 5.3:
Parameter Value
Guard Slot .00001 s
Byte Transmission Time .0005 s
Broadcast Slot Time .0025 s
Master Slot Time .0025
Member Slot Time .002
Table 5.3: Wireless Timing
5.2 Varying number of robots
In the first experiment, the number of robots vary from 15 to 65, with and without the
robots utilizing wireless communication. Figure 5.1 showsthe average time taken for a
threat to be surrounded, with all parameters at the default except the number of robots. The
percentage of threats contained before their lifetime expir s (60 sec) is also shown on the
graph. In order for a threat to be considered contained, at leas 3 robots must have been
evenly spread around the given threat at the correct containment distance.
Table 5.4 lists the standard deviations of the different groups of simulations. This table
shows that the proposed algorithm provides a stable solution to the multi-threat containment
problem, as well as the ability to quickly surround a number of threats. Also of note is
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Figure 5.1: Average containment time and success rate when varying the number robots











Table 5.4: Percent standard deviation of range of robot simulations
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that the wireless-based simulations are quite close, if notbetter, in terms of the standard
deviation with a nearly consistent 10% improvement in the number of threats contained.
Another view of the simulation data is presented in Figure 5.2. This graph illustrates
the differences between wireless and non-wireless scenarios. The containment percentage
and average containment time between the two scenarios is compared, and clearly shows






wherexw is the wireless value andxnw is the non-wireless value.
Figure 5.2: Percent improvement of wireless vs non-wireless
Figure 5.1 shows clearly that the use of wireless communication improves containment
both in terms of time to contain and success rate. As expected, th more robots, the better
the performance. When the number of robots is extremely small, only a small percentage
of threats can be contained, and wireless can only help contain more threats (but does not
help much in terms of time-to-contain). While this set of results illustrates that the wireless
system does provide a benefit, additional simulations will be run to determine the effect of
sensor range and threat arrival rate in both wireless and non-wireless scenarios.
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Another method of measuring the performance is to see how effective the addition of
robots to the system is. Figure 5.3 shows the effect of addingmore robots. The graph
illustrates the base percentage of threats that are surrounded when the wireless is not used,
as well as the additional percentage when wireless is used. This graph also shows that
additional robots when wireless is used provides a relatively linear increase in the percent-
age of threats that are contained. The progression continues until around 60 robots when
the effect of additional robots begins to level off. The wireless is clearly able to surround
more threats, but also provides a lower level at which additional robots are able to make a
significant impact. The non-wireless scenarios also see a small tep effect starting around
45 robots, where performance will be relatively close untila large enough group of robots
is added to the system. This effect is seen occasionally during the non-wireless scenarios
because large number of robots can still be drawn in to a single threat.
Figure 5.3: Threat containment percentage by number of robots
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5.3 Sensing range
The simulation results shown in Figure 5.4 measure the system performance over a variety
of sensing ranges. On the low end, the range of the local sensors was just slightly larger
than the containment radius, while on the high end each robotcan see a large portion of
the simulation area. The results show that wireless communication does have a significant
effect on the ability of the system to quickly contain a threat, especially when both the
sensing radius and the number of robots are small. With a sensing radius between 1 m and
1.5 m, there is a 15% - 20% improvement in average time to surround with 25 robots. The
65 robot case provides a nearly 30% improvement using wireless, with the sensing range
being between 1 m and 1.25 m. With large sensing range and a large number of robots, the
proposed algorithm will perform well even without wireless, u ing less than 10 seconds to
contain more than 99% of the threats.
Figure 5.4: Average containment time and success rate for local sensing radius
Table 5.5 shows the standard deviation of the simulations for ensing range across the
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different measured values. These results again show that using wireless provides advan-
tages in terms of overall algorithm stability and performance. As the sensing range of the
robots increases, the standard deviation also decreases even though the number of threats
that are contained increases.
25 Bot 65 Bot
Sensing Radius No Wireless Wireless No Wireless Wireless
1.000 13.302% 9.440% 9.730% 14.268%
1.250 8.463% 6.551% 13.955% 14.531%
1.500 15.505% 8.705% 12.398% 17.833%
1.750 6.861% 12.738% 6.344% 8.189%
2.000 13.852% 5.827% 15.371% 7.714v%
2.250 6.404% 8.165% 7.367% 12.504%
2.500 9.360% 10.041% 10.911% 10.589%
Table 5.5: Percent standard deviation of threat sensing range simulations
The percent improvement graph shown in Figure 5.5 provides some additional details
about the workings of the proposed solution. The percent improvement is again calculated
using Equation 5.2. One of the more interesting points illustrated by this graph is that there
are cases in which the wireless has a slower average containment rate, but still provides
benefit in terms of the number of threats contained. This is a natural extension of containing
additional threats, because some of the threats that are nowcontained could very well have
taken much longer to contain than others. While the percentag s in some cases present a
negative picture for the wireless, it must be noted that these situations occur at a time when
containment time is below 10 seconds and the number of threats contained is nearly 100%.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the percentage change among the different sensing ranges. One of
the key points shown is that the performance of the system begins to level off at the higher
end of the sensing range. This limitation is imposed in part by the limit on forward velocity
of the robots; .1 m/s for all runs. Figure 5.7 show the same graphs for the 65 robot case.
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Figure 5.5: Percent improvement of wireless vs non-wireless for 25 bot and 65 bot cases
Figure 5.6: Threat containment percentage by sensing rangesteps for 25 robots
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Figure 5.7: Threat containment percentage by sensing rangesteps for 65 robots
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5.4 Threat arrival rate
Another critical factor that may affect system performanceis the rate at which threats are
created in the environment. Figure 5.8 shows the results of varying the threat arrival rate
between .005 and .1. The simulations again show that using the wireless neighborhoods
has significant impact on both the ability of the robots to quickly contain a threat as well
as the percentage of threats contained. As the threat arrival rate increases, the wireless has
a diminishing effect, just as it did with a very large sensingrange. As the threat arrival
rate increases, there are more threats simultaneously existing in the simulated area, and it
is likely that each of them will be sensed by the robots withouthe use of wireless. The
large number of threats also lowers the chances for a robot tocall for help in containing a
threat, since other robots may already be preoccupied with another threat. Table 5.6 lists
the standard deviation of the threat containment times for the different simulation runs.
Figure 5.8: Average containment time and success rate when varying threat arrival rate
Figure 5.9 shows the percentage improvement graph for the threat arrival rate. The
graph shows that at the lower end of the threat arrival rates,th wireless system is able to
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25 Bot 65 Bot
Arrival Rate No Wireless Wireless No Wireless Wireless
.005 17.849% 15.484% 15.996% 10.631%
.01 11.389% 10.372% 13.962% 8.945%
.02 2.589% 11.140% 8.184% 9.920%
.05 5.384% 4.50% 5.273% 5.876%
.1 3.499% 3.672% 2.489% 4.705%
Table 5.6: Percent standard deviation of threat arrival simulations
provide a nearly 33% improvement in both the 25 bot containment p rcentage and the 65
bot average surround time. As the arrival rate increases performance does decrease, but
even with a threat arriving every 10 seconds, the 65 robot case is till able to maintain an
80% containment.
Figure 5.9: Percent improvement for threat arrival rate, 25bot and 65 bot cases
Figure 5.10 illustrates the percentage change between the different threat arrival rates.
One of the key points for this series of simulations is that the wireless is able significantly
help at the lower arrival rates, but less so in the higher rates. While this does illustrate
a limitation of the wireless, these scenarios also show thatthere are no additional robots
available to help. With the primary focus of the wireless communication to bring in help
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and limit robots around threats, the case where there are just too many threats for the robots
to handle is shown here. Figure 5.11 show the same graphs for the 65 robot case.
Figure 5.10: Threat containment percentage for threat arrival rate with 25 robots
5.5 Robot speed
The ability of robots to quickly move through an environmentpresents a possibility for
the improvement of overall system performance. The abilityof the proposed solution to
function with a variety of robot speeds is also key. Simulations were run with both slower
robot velocities as well as faster ones in order to observe the ffect on system performance.
Both the forward velocity and angular velocity were adjusted in relation to one another.
Figure 5.12 shows the results for the velocity based simulations:
One of the more interesting results shown by this set of simulations is the increase in
the average time to surround threats as the speed of the robots increases. This increase is
due to the robots overshooting the threats during the searchphase. In order to truly take
advantage of a large increase in robot speed, the sensor range must also increase in order
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Figure 5.11: Threat containment percentage for threat arrival rate with 65 robots
Figure 5.12: Average containment time and success rate whenvarying robot velocity
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to minimize this overshooting effect. Even with this effect, the proposed solution is able to
provide over 96% threat containment with an average surround time of just over 20s when
the wireless capability is utilized.
25 Bot 65 Bot
Velocity No Wireless Wireless No Wireless Wireless
0.050 15.482% 10.829% 13.366% 12.396%
0.075 8.966% 8.362% 7.883% 8.362%
0.100 11.389% 10.372% 8.945% 13.962%
0.200 7.545% 10.750% 7.271% 8.589%
0.300 5.703% 7.680% 7.880% 7.098%
0.500 7.251% 12.055% 7.154% 10.256%
Table 5.7: Percent standard deviation of robot velocity simulations
As with the previous simulations, a percentage improvementgraph is presented for the
simulation data. Figure 5.13 presents the differences between containment percentage and
average containment time for both the 25 robot and 65 robot cases. This particular graph
is interesting because in every single case the wireless provides a benefit, while in other
simulations the wireless would often provide benefit in somesc narios, but not all. This
effect is due to the robots being able to detect threats outside of the sensor range and to
very quickly close on and help surround the threat.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the percentage change between the robot forward velocity values.
One of the key points for this series of simulations is again alimitation of the wireless
benefit is seen at the upper bounds of the simulation. As with previous velocity simulations,
this doesn’t necessarily reflect an inherent weakness in thewireless system, but instead
that when robots are able to move incredibly quickly this must be specifically taken into
account. Figure 5.15 show the same graphs for the 65 robot case.
5.6 Mobile threats
Recently, much research has been focused on the ability of a group of robots to track a
mobile target or threat. Given the importance that this application has seen recently, the
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Figure 5.13: Percent improvement for robot velocity, 25 botand 65 bot cases
Figure 5.14: Threat containment percentage for robot velocity with 25 robots
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Figure 5.15: Threat containment percentage for robot velocity with 65 robots
abilities of the proposed solution were run through some scenarios in which threats were
able to move. Since the objective of this work was not to studythe ability of the system
to track threats, the ability of the robots to maintain containment of a mobile threat was
investigated. This measurement provides some idea of the stability of the containment
algorithm, as well as providing a basis for some future work.
The primary factor of investigation for threat mobility waswhether or not the robots
could maintain containment of a threat while it was in motion. The experiment involved a
simulation under similar conditions to previous ones, except that after the standard lifetime
of 60s, the threat would begin moving. The threat would then move using the Random
Direction mobility model for an additional 60 seconds. Simulations were run with both 25
and 65 robot configurations, with all other system parameters at default values. The speed
at which the threats were able to move was varied between .01 m/s to .1 m/s.
Figures 5.16 - 5.19 shows the results of the mobile threat experiments. The graphs are
divided into 3 sections, which represent the state of threatcon ainment during different
points in the threat’s lifetime. The first, Time to Surround,indicates the average amount
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Figure 5.16: Threat lifetime graph for 25 robot case with no wireless
Figure 5.17: Threat lifetime graph for 25 robot case with wireless
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Figure 5.18: Threat lifetime graph for 65 robot case with no wireless
Figure 5.19: Threat lifetime graph for 65 robot case with wireless
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of time taken before a threat is contained for the first time. The second section, Time
Surrounded, shows the average amount of total time that a thre t was surrounded during its
lifetime. The final piece, Surround Time Gap, shows the amount f time that a threat was
considered not contained after its initial containment. Ideally, this time should be zero, but
as can be seen in the graphs the ability of the threats to move does have an impact on this,
especially once the speed of the threat is near the maximum possible speed of the robots.
One of the more interesting results shown by the mobile threaexperiments is that as
the speed of the threats increases, the wireless solution, in its current form, can actually
decrease the amount of time the mobile threat is able to stay contained. There are a few
reasons for this apparent discrepancy. The first reason is that the objective of the wireless
is to limit the number of robots around a threat. Oftentimes,this limit leads to a lower
number of robots around the threat, whereas the non-wireless solution does not have this
limit. Therefore with a larger number of robots attempting to follow and track the threat,
the odds of a successful containment increase. The other side effect of the wireless is that
robots will intentionally avoid a threat they believe is already surrounded. While this is
desired in a non-mobile case, a more dynamic status is neededfor mobile cases, especially
when robots are not able to keep up with the threat.
5.7 Summary
The results have shown that the use of wireless communication to extend the horizon of
sensors can have a significant impact on overall system performance. This impact is very
clearly seen in scenarios in which the number of robots or thesensing range is limited with
respect to the overall size of the environment. Wireless maynot bring significant benefit in
all scenarios, but it certainly enhances the ability of autonomous robots to collaboratively
contain multiple threats.
Another important result that has been shown consistently through the results is the
ability of the MAFA algorithm to quickly contain threats. This algorithm is able provide
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significant advantages over a base APF approach not only in terms of the rate of contain-
ment, but also in the number of robots required to perform thecontainment. MAFA was
consistently able to surround threats with only 3 or 4 robotswhile purely APF approaches
many times required in upwards of 8. The final solution was also ble to leverage the bene-
fits of the APF approach when solving the ‘8-shape’ problem without sacrificing the speed
and flexibility of MAFA.
The proposed solution has also shown that a distributed solution only requiring local
information can be very effective in solving the multi-threat containment problem. The
problem of the ‘8-shape’ has also been shown to be minimized through the use of robot
loyalty to threats. The proposed layered approach has also been shown to be flexible in a
number of different scenarios.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The ability to contain threats using teams of robots provides a source for a number of
different areas of research. Containment of threats in thiswork involved the formation of a
circle around a threat. The threats were primarily stationary and of a fixed size; while some
simulations were run with mobile threats, this was not a major focus of the work.
The properties of the threats offer a number of possibilities for future work. Mobile
threats can be used for the investigation of threat trackinga d additional coordination
among robot teams. With mobile threats, such possibilitiesas threats that attempt to evade
containment or even threats that are able to ‘fight back’ and damage or disable robots are
open for investigation. The physical nature of the threats themselves could also be mod-
eled. Instead of threats being modeled as a fixed size, threats could be allowed to grow
and expand; this could allow for models of chemical spills, aerosol-based agents, or other
phenomena such as fires.
In addition to new scenarios for threats, the interactions between threats and robots
present a number of areas for future work. Some existing problems such as mine detection
and clearing involve groups of robots working together to actively disable the ‘threats’
in the environment. The introduction of specialized robotsthat would be able to destroy
threats presents another type of scenario that would present some additional dynamics into
the problem. In this scenario, a group of robots may surrounda threat and then contact
one of the specialized robots to destroy the threat. A numberof hunter-killer scenarios,
including the call for something akin to an air strike, couldbe modeled in this way. This
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type of interaction would require a new type of cooperation among the robots, especially if
combined with mobile threats. Future work may also involve att mpts to reduce the number
of robots needed to complete tasks, such as multi-threat containment to lower levels than
achieved in this work. Key aspects such as the introduction of wireless communication and
the ability to coordinate at a higher level as presented in this work are likely to play key
roles. Wireless communication could also be expanded to include integration with wireless
sensor networks which could allow for a further reduction inthe number of required robots.
As the robots begin to move closer to solving real world problems, additional work
in modeling robot behavior as affected by batteries and sensors are areas that could be
explored. With the introduction of wireless communication, the detailed modeling of the
wireless and RF hardware such as antennae open up as well. Even before intricate models
of these different processes are built, the option of implementing the proposed algorithms
in actual robots, at least in part, is also a very real possibility. It is clear that a large amount
of future work is possible in the areas of robotic teams and multi-threat containment.
In conclusion, this work has presented a multi-level approach to the multi-threat con-
tainment problem. This thesis has looked at the benefits of using wireless communication to
extend the range of local sensors and to distribute knowledge throughout robot teams. The
advantages of wireless communication become apparent in siuations where small num-
bers of robots are present or where robots have a limited sensing range. The use of wireless
neighborhoods provides a flexible solution that allows the robot team to make intelligent
decisions based on the current state of the multi-threat containment problem. These intel-
ligent decisions allow more efficient use of robot resources, as the robots themselves are
now able to know when a threat has been contained. This ability al ows additional robots
to continue searching for other threats, providing a largercoverage of the search area while
threats are being contained elsewhere in the system. The overall solution not only pro-
vides an advanced method of coordination among robot team mebers, but does so in a
distributed manner without requiring extremely complex robots.
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